
ON DOUBLE TRIGONOMETRIC INTEGRALS

BY

LEONARD D. BERKOVITZ(')

In the one-dimensional case Wolf [3] and Zygmund [5](2) have shown that

given a trigonometric integral fl™eixwd<f>(u) where 4>{u) is of bounded variation

on every finite interval and behaves with a certain regularity as ] u\ —>co, then

a trigonometric series X^m™-» ameimx can be found such that on any interval

0<e^x^2ir —e the difference.

/w [ic]
eixud<t>(u) -     £    ameimx

-u m=— [cu]

converges uniformly (or more generally is uniformly summable (C, k)) to

zero as co—><». Moreover, the coefficients am exhibit a regularity in their be-

havior as \m\ —»=o which is connected with that of <f>(u). This result enables

one to obtain theorems about the behavior of trigonometric integrals from

the known theorems about trigonometric series. It is also shown in [5] that

integrals of the type fl^eixud4>{u) are equiconvergent with integrals of the

form fïâeixua(u)du, where a{u) is continuous. The purpose of this paper is

to extend these results in certain cases to double trigonometric integrals,

using restricted and circular convergence. When circular convergence is used

extensions to higher dimensions are also possible.

1.1. Definitions and notations. Let 0 be a real-valued set function defined

on the class of Borel sets 93 in the plane and satisfying the conditions

(a) | 4>(S) | < »    if   S is bounded,

(1) / "      \        JS
(b) <t>(  U SA =  X>(SO

\ i=i     /        t=i

whenever Si/\S}= 0 for ij£j and Ue" i S( is bounded. If <j> is also non-negative,

then we shall call it a measure. It is well known (see [2]) that under these

assumptions the functions of set 4>+(S), <¡)~(S), and W(<f>; S) defined by

4>+(S) m sup {<*.(£); £CS, E,SG%},

<p-(S) = - inf {<I>(E);ECS, E, 5G«},

W{fi\S) = 4>+{S) + 4>-{S)
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are measures and satisfy the relations

(a) 0(5) = 0+(S) - <t>-(S),

(2)
(b)    W(4>;S) = sup {¿|*wl}

where in (b) the supremum is taken over all finite disjoint sums of Borel sets

£,• contained in S. The function 0+ is called the upper variation of 0 on S,

4>~ the lower variation, and W(<f>; S) the total variation of 0 on S. If 0 is a

complex-valued set function defined on the class 33, say, <f>(S) = 0i(S)+î02(S)

with 0i and 02 real-valued, and if 0 satisfies the conditions 1(a) and 1(b),

then 0i and 02 will also satisfy these conditions. Thus in view of 2(a) we can

write

4- — .     + —

(3) (¡)  =   01    —  01   +   ¿(02    —  02 )

where <¡>t, <t>ï, 4>2 ¡ and 0¿" are measures on the class of Borel sets in the plane.

Furthermore, for complex-valued functions 0, W(4>; S) is defined as the sum

of the real and imaginary total variations. Thus IF(0 ; S) = W(<f>i ; S) +

W(4>î\ S). Given any such 0, a bounded Borel set A, and a Borel measurable

function/(«i, Uï), we are thus led to define

(4)    f f/(«i, «2)d0 = f f/¿0Î - f f/d*7 + i f f ya*î - i f (fd<h,

provided each integral on the right exists and is finite. If any one of the

integrals on the right does not exist or is infinite, then we shall say that

ffAfd<l> does not exist. As is customary, we denote the integrals with re-

spect to the measure W(<t>; S) by ffjf\ dt¡>\. Thus, IF(0; A) =ffA\d<f>\.
So far we have defined the integral //^/¿0 only for bounded Borel sets.

If A is unbounded and

lim    ff
A-»«   J Ja

| /1 | d<¡> | < oo ,
AACb

where Cr is a closed circle with center at origin and radius R, we say that

/ is integrable over A and set

f f fd<t> =   lim    ff       fd4>.
J  J A S-*00    J  J AACRA A OR

Whenever A is the entire plane £2 and / is integrable over £2, we write

ffEJd<j>. It may happen that, although/is not integrable on £2, the integrals

of/ taken over finite rectangles Q or circles K tend to a limit as the rectangles

or circles fill up the plane. This situation will be described by saying that the

integrals over Q or K, as the case may be, converge in a certain sense to a
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limit. More precisely, if Q is a closed rectangle with center at the origin and

with sides of length 25 by 27", we write

fffd<t> =  f     f /del,
J   J Q J S ~ —T

and say that the integral

/+0O       /»  +00 fd<¡>
-00       <*   -00

converges to a limit / in the Pringsheim sense if for arbitrary e>0 there exist

positive real numbers S0 and To such that, whenever S>So and T>T0, the

inequality \f-sf-Tfd4>~l\ <« holds. We shall not make any use of Prings-

heim convergence, but shall be concerned with restricted convergence and

circular convergence. The integral (5) is said to converge restrictedly to a

limit / if for any positive real constants A and B it is true that for every

e>0 positive real numbers S0 and T0 can be found with the property that,

whenever S>S0, T>T0, and A^S/T^B, the inequality \JísJ-Tfd<p-l\ <e
holds. The integral (5) is said to converge circularly to a limit / in case

given any e>0 there is an i?0>0 such that for R>R0 we have \ffcRfd(f> — l\

<e, where Cr is the closed circle with center at the origin and radius R.

Implicit in the above discussion is the convention that by fl ™/í»/¿</> we mean

the Cauchy limit taken in the appropriate sense, while by JfE2fd<j> we mean

the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of/over the plane. This notation will be more

or less adhered to throughout the paper. Clearly, if JfE2fd<j) exists, so does

fl"ft™fd<l> and the two are equal, regardless of the sense in which the Cauchy

limit is taken. Hence in such situations a notational distinction is not really

needed, and it is to this fact that the phrase "more or less" refers.

Before proceeding to the discussion of trigonometric integrals we list

some conventions and notations which will be used throughout the paper.

Unless otherwise stated, all sets to be henceforth considered will be Borel

sets, all set functions will be complex-valued and have as their domain the

class 93, and the term "measurable" will be taken to mean "Borel measurable."

Lower case italic letters with no subscripts attached will generally indicate

points, while letters with subscripts will indicate coordinates. Thus, by

u = {u\, M2) we mean the point u with coordinates u\ and u-¡. The expression

i(X]Ux-\-Xi.u-i) will be denoted by ixu and the norm of u will be denoted by

\u\ ; i.e. \u\ =(ul-{-ul)112. This will not cause confusion with the ordinary

use of the absolute value sign since whenever we wish to speak of the absolute

value of a coordinate we write |«i|. To indicate that we are integrating a

function f(u, v) with respect to u, say, we write //^/(«, v)d</>(u); if there is

only one variable point we write //^/(m)^ or ffAfd<f>. In this connection we

agree that when we say that a function of set is absolutely continuous we

mean absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. The closed
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circle with center at the origin and radius R shall be denoted by Cr. Following

Saks, we define

AO B = [(A - B)o]-

where the symbol A0 stands for the interior of A and A~ is the closure of A.

Finally, we let (u; A) stand for the translate of the set A by the vector u;

i.e. (u; A) =E[u+a, a-E.A].

1.2. Formal products of trigonometric integrals. A double trigonometric

integral is an integral of the form

(6) I       eixud<t>(u).
-ao      v  -co

Clearly, double trigonometric series are special cases of the integral (6).

Given two integrals

/+00       •»  +00 /•  +00       /•  +00I      eixud<t>{u)     and    G = I      eira#(«)
-00       "   —00 J —00       J —00

we look at the case in which £ and G reduce to series with sufficiently well

behaved coefficients, examine the definitions of formal product (see [l], for

example), and are led to propose the following definition for the product P

of B and G. First form the point function <¡>( — u; A), and then consider the

function of set X (A) =JJe2<J>{ — u; A )d\p(u). The product integral Pis then taken

to be ftZft2eixudX(u). Of course, the above discussion is purely heuristic

and leaves much to be verified. This, however, is not difficult, and the next

two lemmas are devoted to this purpose.

Lemma 1. Let 0 and 0 be non-negative set functions satisfying conditions

1(a) and 1(b). Then for each fixed bounded set A, the functions 4>{u; A) and

0(w; A) are measurable functions of u. Moreover, if<j>or\p is absolutely continu-

ous, or the set A is a G¡, then,

(8) ff   4>{-u;A)dt{u) =  ff  t{-u;A)d<t>{u)

where the integrals may take on the value -\- °o.

Except for very minor modifications the lemma and its proof are contained

in the proof of Theorem 11.1 in Chapter III of Saks [2]. We omit the proof

here.

Lemma 2. Let 0 and 0 be set functions satisfying conditions 1(a) and 1(b).

.4/so for each fixed bounded set A let there exist a constant Ka such that

|0( — u; A)\ ^KA, and suppose that JfE2\dip\ < «j. Then the set function X(A)
given by
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(9) X(A) =  f f  0(-#M)#J J E2

is defined for all bounded sets A, satisfies conditions 1 (a) and 1 (b), and if either

0 or 0 is absolutely continuous, the equation

(10) X(A) =  ff 4>{-u;A)d^=  ff 0(-w; A)d<j>
J  J E2 J   " E2

holds.

Decomposing 0 as in (3) and then applying Lemma 1 immediately shows

that 0( — u; A) is measurable. With this fact established, the hypotheses that

|0( — w; .¡4)| úKa and JfE2\dij/\ < <» say that the function X(A) is actually

defined for all bounded sets and satisfies condition 1(a). To show thatX(vl)

satisfies condition 1(b) let A0 = U^,1Ai, where A0 is bounded and ^4,A^4y = 0

if ij*j. Then

(11) X(At)=ff   4>(-u;A0)diP = ff   r¿0(-«M,-)l#.
'Jt,

But

"Z,<t>(.-u;Ai) W(<t>;(-u;Ao)) á KA.

Thus we may interchange the order of integration and summation in (11)

and get

CO (%      f% 00

X(A¿) = Z I  I    0(-«Mi)# = D X(Ai)
¿—1 J  J E2 <—1

which is precisely 1(b). Relation (10) is proved by first breaking both 0 and

0 into real and imaginary parts and then decomposing each of these into

positive and negative variations. Corresponding to this there is a breakup of

the integral JJe2<¡>( — u; A)d\p into sixteen integrals, each of which is finite

by the previous part of this lemma, and by Lemma 1 satisfies (8). Recombin-

ing these integrals then gives (10).

We now return to the integrals £ and G in (7) and suppose that 0 and 0

satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2. The formal product of B and G is now de-

fined to be the integral

/-foo      r* +00

I      eix*dX(u)
-00       J —00

where X(^4) is the set function given by (9). Symbolically, P = BG. We do

not propose to develop fully the relationships between the properties of 0, 0,
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and X. Those relationships which will be developed in the next few lemmas are

rather special ones which are essential for the proofs of our principal theorems.

Lemma 3. Let f(u) be a function continuous on the plane and let <¡> and \p

be two set functions satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Then ifX(A) is de-

fined by (9), we have

(13) f f f{u)dX{u) =   ff   ( ff /(« + v)d<t>(u)) #(»)
J  J B J  J Ei\J  J (— v\B) I

for all bounded sets B.

If in the plane we draw lines parallel to the coordinate axes at distance

\/n apart, we induce a partition IIn of the set B into a finite number of sets

JBÍ", i = \, • • • , Mn. By assigning boundaries properly we can take the sets

Bt to be pairwise disjoint. If we now fix n for the moment and in each set

Bf select a point w(i), we get a simple function Fn = 22¿í"o/(tt(i))0<n, where 9in is

the characteristic function of the set B{"\ The sequence of simple functions so

obtained clearly converges uniformly to f(u) on the set B. Thus

f(u)dX = lim  2/(M(,))X(£.-n))
//. B

(14) = lim   ¿/(«(<>){ ff   <t>(-v; Bln))dt(v)\
re-» ■    .=0 U  »ij /

= lim   f f   \ ¿/(o"'' + *)*(-»; B™)\ #W,

where w(i) =w(i)— v. Recalling that w(i> is a point of Bf, we see that w(i) is a

point of (— v, B¡n)), and so for fixed v,

(15) lim  ¿/(«(i) + vM-v; B^) =  ff        /(« + v)d<¡>(u).

Since M(i,+D is always a point of the bounded set B and since/(w) is con-

tinuous, there is a constant C such that |/(m(í)+í')| ^C for all ü{i) +v.

Therefore, for fixed n and v the sum in (15) is majorized by

Mn

CEI *(-»: B¡  ) I ̂  CIFte; (-»; B)) á C£B
<=o

where Kb is as in Lemma 2. Hence, in view of the hypothesis that JJe¡\ d\j/\

< oo we conclude that we may interchange the process of integration and

passage to the limit in (14) and then from (15) obtain that

f f f(u)dX(u) =   ff   ( ff /(« + v)M«)) dHv).
J  J B J  J E2\J  J (-i)'. B) /
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Lemma 4. Suppose h=f±Zj±Zeixud$(u) and h=f±Zf±Zeix"y(u)du where

y(u) is bounded on £2 and JfEt\d$\ < °°. Then the product 7i72 exists, equals

727i, and the function X(A) in this case is absolutely continuous. Furthermore, if

y(u) is continuous, then X(A) has a continuous derivative at every point of £2.

We set r(.4) =ffAy(s)ds and observe that

T(-u;A)=ff y(s)ds =   f f y(-u + s)ds.
" J (-u,A) "Ja

Consequently |T( — u; A)\ ^ C\ A \, where \A\ denotes the Lebesgue meas-

ure of A and C is the bound of y. Identifying V with 0 of Lemma 2 and 4>

with 0 of Lemma 2, we get that the product of 7X and 72 exists and that

X(A) =  f\(ff y(s)ds)d<t>(u) =   ff   $(-«; A)y(u)du.
J  J E2\J  J (-u : A ) / J  J E2

Rewriting the first integral and then applying Fubini's theorem gives

X(A) = II    ill 7(_M + S)dS} d$(w)
(16)

= 11 ds 11   >(-« + *)<**(*)•

From (16) it is clear thatX(vl) is absolutely continuous and has a derivative

£<X(x) almost everywhere, with

(17) 7>X(x) =   ff   y(-u+ x)¿*(m).

Whenever y(u) is continuous, the function J¡E2y{ — u-\-x) áí>(w) will be a

continuous function of x, as can readily be verified. Hence, in that case

£X(x) will exist everywhere and will be continuous sinceX(.4) is the indefinite

integral of a continuous function.

2. Circular convergence. In this section we study trigonometric integrals

(6) considered in the sense of circular convergence; i.e. lim,re,œ ffcReixud<j>{u).

A Riemann formula from which localization theorems follow will be de-

veloped, but even more important is the use of this formula to get equi-

convergence of double integrals with double series. The proof of the Riemann

formula is accomplished by means of formal products in a manner analogous

to that used in the study of series.

2.1. Multiplication theorems.

Theorem 1. Let B and G be two double trigonometric integrals as in (7).

Suppose that 0 satisfies the condition
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(18) f f | d<t>\ = o(l) as R^> °o
cjî+iOcb

and that

(19) I u I I difi | < oo ,       \(») =  \  \    eix"drp(u).
•J    JE, "    " En

Then the formal product of B and G is defined,

/+C0       /%  +00I       eix"dX{u)
OO       J  —00

ana /fee difference

(20) Afi(*) =  j  f   eixudX(u) - X(x) f f   eixud<j>{u)
J J CB J J cb

tends to zero as R becomes infinite, uniformly in x.

To prove the existence of the product, we first note that for any bounded

set A there exists a positive number a, depending only on A, such that for

any u the set ( — u; A) is contained in Cr+aOCr, where r is positive and de-

pends on u. Therefore in view of (18),

\<t>(-u;A)\^  f f |¿*(«)| = #1 KA.
J   J CV+«Oc,

Since JjE2\d\l/\ < oo, the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied and hence P is

defined.

In proving that AB(x)—->0 we first suppose that x=0. Then we may write

Ax =   f f   dX{u) - X(0) f f  d<t>(u) = X(CR) - \(p)4>(Ca)
J J cr J J Cr

=  ff   {*(-«; C«) - 4>{CR) }#(«),J   J E,

the last equality following from (9) and (19). From (19) it also follows that

we shall have proved the theorem for x = 0 if we can show that given an e>0,

(21) U(-«;C*)-*(C*)| geC(|«| + l),

where C is a constant independent of u and R is sufficiently large.

If | u\ st2R, we have

| *(-«; Cb) - <P(CR) | ^ | *(-«; Cn)\ + \ 0(Cä) |

^ W{4>;{-u;CR)) + W^;CR)

g W(4>; CM+R O CM_Ä) + W{4>; CH).
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Using (18) we see that the last sum is o(l) {(R+ \ u\ ) - (| u\ -R) ) +o(l)R

= o(R), and since \u\ ^2R, we see that for such u, (21) holds for R suffi-

ciently large. When £< | u\ <2R, we have

| 0(-«; CR) - 0(CÄ) | ¿ IF(0; Cs+M O CR) + IF(0; CR)

= o(R + | u | - R) + o(R) = o( | u | ).

The first equality follows from (18) and the second from the fact that

£<|w| <2£. For lá|«| ^R, we have

| 0(-m; Cb) - 0(CR) | á IF(0; CÄ+M O CR) + IF(0; CR O C»_|.|)

= o(£ + | « | - R) + o(£ - (£ - | u | )) = o( | « | ).

Again the first equality follows from (18). Finally, it is clear that by the same

methods we get the desired result if 0^ | u\ £1.

We now pass to the proof for general x. By Lemma 3 we may write

I   I     eixudX{u) =   \  \    (If eixud<t>(u))eixvd\p(v).

Defining

(22) 0*(£) =  f f eixud4{u)

we can rewrite the right-hand side of (20) as

f f   eix^x(-v; CR)dt{v) - X(x)0,(CA)
•J   J E2

=   ff   eix»{<t>x(-v;CR) - <t>*{CR))dt{v).
J  J E2

As before it is clear that to prove the theorem it suffices to show that given

an e>0 for R sufficiently large,

(23) | 0*(-w; CR) - 0x(CA) | jg «C(| «| + 1),

where C is a constant independent of u, x, and R. If we can establish that

(24) j j | d0x | = o(l) as £ -^ co,

uniformly in x, then an analysis similar to that used to prove (21) will also

yield (23). But to validate (24) is easy, for if A is any finite union of disjoint

sets Aj contained in Cr+i&Cr, we have

il n    I     /*   ft

Z I 0*(¿ i) | = E eix«d<t>(u)
J=l ;=1  I J    J Aj

^ ¿ WfaAj) Ú IF(0; Ch+x O CR),
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and this implies that (24) holds uniformly in x.

Given  a trigonometric  integral T = ftZftZeix"d<p(u), we define  formal

partial derivative operators in the obvious manner; namely

Qi+k /» +00     n +00

dx[dx\ /+00      {*   +00

I      (i),'+*(«i)''(«i)V*»á*(«)f       j, k = 0,l, 2,
-00     J —00

Another formal operation which we shall use is that of taking formal La-

placians. We define

d2T     <32r /.+«-+»

It is not too difficult to show that whenever all integrals involved exist, these

operators applied to products behave as they should. We prove this only for

the simple cases which concern us.

Lemma 5. If B and G are two trigonometric integrals as in (7) and

ff    |«|»|#(«)| < cc, ff \d<t>\ = o(R~2),

then the formal product P = BG exists and

(dB   ÔG       dB   dG\
V2P = (V2B)G +2-H-) + BV2G

\dxi   dxi       ôx2   3x2/

where the products on the right are formal.

Since the integral is an additive operator and formal multiplication is

distributive with respect to addition, it is enough to show that

d2P     /d2B\ /dB\/dG\ /a^x

W ti= t^ G+2hr-)(-i-) + B\TlY> ¿=1,2.dx\      \dx2/ \dxi/\dxj \dx\/

For the sake of definiteness we take i = \. Put

<t>k(A) = J f u\d<t>{u),        tk{A) =  j   C u«fy(u), k = 0, 1, 2.

The functions of set 4>k and \pk so defined obviously satisfy conditions 1(a)

and 1(b) and furthermore,

f f     Ä      \d<bk\ = o(l), f f    |#,| < 00.

The last two statements are proved as follows. First note that //gJ<^*|

= n^i\u\'l\d4'\ <°°- Secondly, if A is the finite union of disjoint sets Ai

contained in CR+\QCR, then
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¿ | MAi) | £  ( f (R + l)21 d*(«) [ = (£ + l)2o(£-2) = o(D

and so W{<j>k; Cr+iOCr) =o(l). Thus each term on the right-hand side of

(25) makes sense since it is the product of integrals of the type

ftZftZeixud<t>k(u) by ftZftZeixud^2~k, k=0, 1, 2. We may write the right-
hand side of (25) as ftZftZeixudX*(u), where

X*(A) = (i)2 f f   {<t>Á-u;A) + 2Ul<t>i(-u;A) + Wi0(-w; A) }¿0(«)

(26) = (¿)2 f f   if f (vl+ 2uiV! + «î)d*(r)| #(«)
J J E2    \J J (_u ; a ) /

= (¿)2 JJ    | JJ (vi + «i)'d0w| #(«)•

On the left-hand side of (25) we have ftZftZeixudX'(u), where X'(A)

= {iyffAv\dX{v). Applying Lemma 3 to this integral shows that

X'(A) - (¿)2 f f   ( f f (»i + «i)*¿0(»))#(«).
v J e2\J J (-«; a) /

Comparing this with the last integral in (26), we get that X'(/l) =X*(/4),

and so (25) is established.

2.2. Localization and equiconvergence theorems. Before developing the

theorems of this section we discuss several notions which are indispensable

for our purposes.

If F{s) is integrable over the plane, then it has a Fourier transform

y(u) = - j  I    F(s)e-i'"'ds.
47r2J Je2

We shall consider the circular partial Fourier integrals

Sr(x) =   I  I    y(u)eixudu.

Defining

we may write

Dr(x) =  f f   eixHu = Dr(-x),

Sr{x) =—-ff  F(s)Dr(x - s)ds.
4x2J J E2
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Finally, we have

ßi+k l p   p ßi+k

—^-rSR(x) = - F(s) —^-tDb(x - s)ds.
dx{dx% 4Tr2JJEt dx[dx\

In particular,

V2SR{x) = - f f  F{s)V2DR{x - s)ds
4tt2 J JEi

where in the evaluation of V2Dr(x — s) we may differentiate either with re-

spect to (xi, x2) or with respect to (s\, s<¿).

A notion of which we shall make much use is that of a localizing function.

By a domain we shall mean an open connected set, and by a closed domain

we shall mean a domain plus its boundary. If D\ is a closed bounded domain

and D is a closed bounded domain contained in Df, the interior of D\, then

we may construct a function which is equal to one on D, zero outside of D\,

and has as many derivatives as we please. A construction for such a func-

tion is given in [l].

We now define an anti-LapIacian operator, which we denote by V-2, to

act on trigonometric integrals as follows. Given a trigonometric integral B

as in (7), we define

(27)

(xi + x2)V(o)     r r
V-2B m 1-tZUL _|_ J  I L(x< u)d4,{u)

2 J J c,

"//, |u|>C!   | « |2

Ci-(O)

d<t>(u),

where (0) denotes the set consisting of the origin and

gixv,  _   1   _   lxu oo      (i)kixu    _|_   XiU2)k

(28) £(«.«)--f.    .„       =  E        hU t^   t'   '        "*0-(t|«|) *=2 k\{u\+u\)

It is easy to see that subject to the restriction wy^O the series on the right

converges uniformly for x and u each lying in bounded sets. Moreover,

L(x, u) is regular in Xi and x2, and for u and x each in bounded sets, the deriva-

tives of L(x, u) with respect to Xi and x2 are bounded. Returning to formula

(27) we see that the function </>(0)(xi-|-x2)2/2 plus the first integral on the

right represent a function Fi(x) which is of class C(oo). If the function 4> satisfies

the condition IF(<£; CR+i-&CR) =0(1), the second integral in (27) converges

uniformly in x and hence represents a continuous function F^x). The func-

tion Fix) = Fi(x) + F2(x) is called the Riemann function for the integral B.

We can now deduce the Riemann formula, which contains the localization

principle for trigonometric integrals.

Theorem 2. Let B =f:„f"„eixudcb(u) where W(4>; (-«; Ci/2)) =o(|«|-1).
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Let X(x) be a localizing function which is of class C(10) and is associated with

the closed bounded domains D and 7>i, 7)C7>?. Then if F(x) is the Riemann

function for B, the difference

(29) Ar(x) =  \  )    eixud<t>(u)-\ \   F(u)\(u)v2Dr(x - u)du
J  J CR 47T2 J  J E2

tends to zero as R—» °°, uniformly for x in D.

Before giving the proof of the theorem we observe that the condition

IF(0; ( — u; Ci/2)) =o(|m|_1) implies IF(0; CÄ+iOCß) =o(l). The theorem re-

mains true for this weaker condition, for as will be seen from the proof, the

fact that IF(0; Cr+iOCr) =o(1) is, except for one point, the condition which

is actually used. Modification of the proof to accommodate the case

IF(0; Cfi+iOCfi) =o(l) will be indicated at the proper place.

Our proof will first be carried out under the assumption that IF(0; G) =0.

The Riemann function is therefore given by

F(X)   =   -    I    I       -T—T- ¿0(«).
J  J E2   I M |2

If we set

HA) -JÏ d<j>(u)

'a   \u\*

we may designate the integral defining £(x) as

3 = _   j   Í    eix»d$(u) = F(x).
J  J E2

Since the function X(x) is integrable on the plane, it has a Fourier trans-

form

y(u) = — f f   e-ix"\(x)dx,
4t¿ J J e2

and since X is of class Cuo), integration by parts shows that y(u)

= o(l/(| Mi| +l)6)o(l/(| M21 +1)6) =o(l/| u\5). Thus the function y(u) is inte-

grable over the plane. This fact plus the fact that X(x) is continuous enable

us to apply standard inversion theorems and get that

X(x) =  J  I    eixuy(u)du.

The integral on the right is the Fourier integral of X and shall be designated

by S [M- Also, in view of the fact that X(x) is of class C(10), we have
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ßi+i r   ßi+i "i

i,j = 0, 1, 2; i-{-jú2. The integral on the right actually converges absolutely

and uniformly in x to di+í\(x)/dx[dx!¿.

If we set

T(A) = ff y(u)du,

then we may write

H*) = S M = ff   eixHT{u).

From the fact that y(u) = o(\ u| ~6) it is readily seen that JJe2\u\2\dF(u)\ < <x>.

Also, if W(cj>; CÄ+ieCB)=o(l), it is clear that 1F(<Ï>; CR+l&CR) =o{R~2).

Hence, by Lemma 5, ^3 = 3o:[X] exists and

V«$ = (V23)g[x] + 2(-^- jZ + ~ -H-) + 3(V2g).
\5xi   dXi       dx2   dx2/

By (30) each of the integrals ög/dxi, dg/dx^ and V2g converges absolutely

and is also uniformly convergent to zero for x in D. Each of the integrals

53/dxi, d3/dx2, and 3 satisfies the condition that the total variation of the

function with respect to which the integral is taken is o(l) with R on CR+\

OCR. Hence, adopting the notation that TR shall designate the trigonometric

integral T taken over Cr, we get from Theorem 1 that

{v^-(v23)g[x]}Ä^o

as 2?—>oo, uniformly for x in D. But V23=5, so another application of

Theorem 1 and the fact that X(x) =lonD yields

(31) (V2y)R-BR^0

uniformly for x in D.

To complete the proof for the case W{<p; G) =0 we need only show that

(V2$)r is equal to the second integral on the right in (29). If we set

(32) M (A) =   ff   H-u;A)dV(u) =   ff   T(-u; A)d$(u),
J  J E¡¡ J  J E2

we may write

/+00       /»  +0O|      eix"dM(u) = 35 [X].
-00       "   —00

From Theorem 1 and from the known facts about 3 and g we obtain that
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ty converges to £(x)X(x) uniformly in x. If it can be shown that M(A) is

absolutely continuous with a continuous derivative DM(x) =n(x) which is

also integrable over the plane, then

F(x)\(x) =   I   jeixufi(u)du.
J  J E2

Since £X is integrable, this would give

(33) fi(u) = - f f  F{x)\(x)e~ixudx.
47T2 J  J E2

In other words p(u) would be the Fourier transform of £Xand ^3 would be the

Fourier integral of £X. Hence

(V^)r = - f f   F(u)\ (u) V>Dr(x - u)du =   f f   ,
4tT2 J  J E2 J  J DX

and substituting this in (31) would yield the desired result. Thus to prove

the theorem we need only show that^i(w) exists everywhere, is continuous, and

is integrable. This we do next.

Since y(u) is bounded and continuous and ffE2\d&\ < °°, Lemma 4 im-

mediately yields the fact that DM{x) =p{x) exists everywhere and is con-

tinuous. We now propose to show that

(34) ß(x) = o( | x \-3)

and hence is integrable. Equation (17) tells us that/i(x) =ffE2y( — u+x)d$(u)

where now IF($; CB+iOCB) is o(£~2), y(u) =o(|m|-6). We next break up this

integral as follows:

//       +// +//J   J  lulâlxl/2        J   J  lxl/2<lul<3lxl/2        J   *>  It

Now

= 7 + K + L.
|x|/2        J   J  |x|/2<|u|<3|x|/2        J   J  |u|&3|x|/2

J\è  \   max   y(-u+x)\   ff | <**(«) |
Mu|á|x|/s J   J J |u|S|»|/j

^ °( I * I"*) f f    I d*(") I = "( | * I-*)
and

|7|gi   max     y(-u+x)\   ff    | ¿$(«) | = o{ \ x |-s).
V|u|>3|x|/S /    J  JE2

For the integral K we have
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[8|x|/2]+l      p   r. p  p

(35)       |£|á     53'      M     \y(-u+ *)||d*(«)| + I  I    =£i + £2
n=[|x|/2]    •/   »'vin •/   •'X,

where by [a] we mean the integral part of a, An = Cn+i&C„, Ax = C[\x\]+i

OC[|x|]-2, and the prime indicates that the annulus A x is to be omitted from

the summation. Let us now evaluate a typical integral

r-/X y(-u + x)\\ d$(u)\, ^0.

We begin by noting that while the vector u runs through the annulus Ap, the

vector — M+x runs through an annulus Bv with center at x and radii p, p-\-\.

The annulus Av can be broken up into m(p) disjoint sets <rt-, i = i, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

m(p), each of diameter less than one-half, where m(p) is an integer depending

on p and satisfying the inequality m(p) úpC, C a constant. Thus

ip^H        |7(-«+*)||¿*(«)|
1 = 1       J    J (T,-

m(p)
' ¿*(«)

S   53 maX   {   I  TÍ"« +   *) |   }     I    I
¿=1   «So-,- J   J ai

m(p)

= o(\ p\ 3) 53 max {I y(~u + x) I }
¿-1 «t

[|x| + j>]+1

= °( I /* l~3)   53    27ritmax y(»);sG^i]
í-[|x|-p]

In a similar fashion we get that 7C2=o(|x| _3)0(1). Using this and the esti-

mate obtained for Ip, we get from (35) that £=o(|x[-3). Thusju(x) =o(|x|-3)

and the theorem is proved when IF(0; Ci) =0.

Had we been given the condition W(4>; Cb+iOCb) =o(l), we could not

conclude that yu(x) = o(| x| ~3). However, by methods similar to those used here

we could show that W(M; Cr+i-OCr) =o{Rr2), and this would show that ß(u)

is integrable over the plane. Although this last fact is all that is required for

the proof of the present theorem, we insisted on the estimate yu(x) =o(|x|-3)

because we shall need it to prove Theorem 3 below.

Suppose now that 0(£) =0 for any set E exterior to the unit circle. The

Riemann function corresponding to £ will now be the regular function

C C                                   (xi + x2)2
(36) F(x) =   j  j L(x, u)d<t>(u) +--0(0),

where L(x, u) is defined in (28). Our task now is to prove that the difference
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(37)     AR(x) =  j  I    eixud<f>(u)-|        I     F{u)\{u)V2DB{x - u)du
J J c, 4ir2 J-«   J_M

tends to zero as R tends to infinity, uniformly for x in D. Recalling that \{u)

vanishes outside of D\, we see that the second integral in (37) is actually

extended only over Z>i. Thus, we can apply Fubini's theorem and then

integrate by parts to transform this integral into

/+00       f*  +00J      V2{F(u)\(u)}Dr(x - u)du.
-00     " -co

The function F\ being of class CC10), the Fourier integral of V2F\ will be

absolutely and uniformly and hence circularly and uniformly convergent to

V2FK. For x in D, V2FX = V2F, and so

-ÍLV2F(x) =   J   I    eixud<j>(u), x £ D.

Hence the difference in (37) tends to zero as R becomes infinite, uniformly

for x in D.

Since any set function <f>(E) is the sum of two functions, one with 4>{E) =0

for EC G and the other satisfying <f>(E) =0 for £ exterior to G, the theorem

is proved.

In the next theorem we shall designate by 0 the fundamental square

bounded by the lines Xi=0, Xi = 2ît, x2 = 0, x2 = 27t. We shall also have occa-

sion to deal with double trigonometric series and shall use the single index

notation for them in accordance with the rules laid down in the introduction.

Theorem 3. Let B =f±Zf-Zeix"d<p(u) be a double trigonometric integral such

that W{$; ( — u; G/2)) =o(| m|_1). If D* is a closed bounded domain contained

in the interior of Q, then there is a double trigonometric series ^,ameimx with

coefficients an=o{\m\~1) such that

If eixud<t>(u) -  E  «m«1'

CR \m\eR

tends to zero as R—> 00, uniformly for x in D*.

For integrals of the form

iW - JI eixud<p(u)

the result is almost immediate. Let D be a bounded closed domain interior to

Q and containing D* in its interior. Let X be a sufficiently good localizing

function associated with the domains D and D*. Since g(x) is regular, the

function h(x) which equals g(x)X(x) on ñ and is periodic can be expanded in
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a double Fourier series <&[h] which converges uniformly to g(x) on D*.

Therefore, if we can prove the theorem for the case W((t>; G)=0, we are

through.

We now assume W(<f>; G) =0. Let D and T>\ be two closed bounded do-

mains such that D*CD°CDCD?CD1Cti. If X is the localizing function

associated with the domains D* and D, then from Theorem 2 and its proof

we get that

(29')        iff   eixuê^u)- j f F(u)\(u)V2DR(x - u)du\ -> 0

as R becomes infinite, uniformly for x in D*. We also get

i   r2T /•*» irr
(33') „(«) = — F(x)\(x)e~ixHx = — ,

Air2 Jo     Jo 4ir2 J JE,

(34') n(u) = o(\ u\~3).

Let us define a function G(x) to be equal to F(x)X(x) for x in fi and to be

periodic of period 27r in each variable Xj and x2. Then we may develop G(x)

in its double Fourier series

(39) © [G] = aoo + E' T-^TT eimx

\m\

where the prime indicates that the term aoo is omitted. Equations (33') and

(34') of the present theorem tell us that the coefficients am are o(\ m\ ~l), and

hence ©[G] converges uniformly to G(x).

We now study the series

(40) E'«*.«""*

which is obtained from (39) by formally applying the Laplacian operator

termwise. It can be written as a double trigonometric integral in the follow-

ing fashion. Denote by A the set of lattice points m = (m\, m2) in the plane,

with the point (0, 0) excluded from A. Define a set function 6 by setting d(m)

= am for \m\ ¿¿0, 6(\J(m)) = Ea« f°r aH finite collections of lattice points,

and 6(E) =6(E/\A). Then clearly (40) can be written as the integral

/»  +00      r»  +00

(41) I      eix"dd(u)
J -CO       J -00

with W(6; ( — u; G/2)) =ö(| m|_1). Also, it is evident that the Riemann func-

tion for (41) is G(x) — aoo- Hence, if Xi is the localizing function associated

with the domains D and Dlt Theorem 2 tells us that

(42) iff  eixudd(u)- f f   \G(u) - a0o]X1(M)V2DÄ(x - u)du\ -► 0
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as £—><*>, uniformly for x in D. Now,

- ((   v2{aooXi(«)}£>Ä(x- «)->0
4w2JJe2

as £—>°°, uniformly for x in 7J>. Using this fact and the fact that G(u)

= F(u)\(u) on ß, we obtain from (42) that

(43) iff  eixH8{u)- f f   [£(m)X(m)]Xi(w)V2Z>ä(* - w)1 -> 0

as £—>°o, uniformly for x in 7). But X(m) =0 outside of D and Xi(w) =1 on D,

so (43) can be written as

(44) iff  eixudd(u)- f f £(m)X(m)V27>ä(x - m)i -» 0

as R—* <x¡, uniformly for x in D. Recalling that the first integral in (44) is

actually the series (40), we see that a comparison of (44) with (29) of the

present theorem completes the proof.

Theorem 4. Let B = /í ™ ftñeixud<¡>(u) be a trigonometric integral such that

0 satisfies the condition W(<f>; Cr+iQCr) =o(l), and let D be a closed bounded

domain. Then there is a function a(u) which is continuous and such that

I  J    eixud<j>(u) —  j        eix"a(u)du
J J CR J J crCR

tends to zero as R-* «, uniformly for x in D.

First let us suppose that W(<f>; G) =0. Let 7?i be a closed bounded domain

such thatTJCTJf and let X(m) be a localizing function of class C<10) associated

with D and D\. The proof now proceeds like the proof of Theorem 2 for the

case IF(0 ; G) = 0. Using the notation of that theorem we have

(31) {V«ß-£}Ä^0

as 7?—»oo, uniformly for x in D, where

/+0O        y»   +00 p   +00        **   +00

j      eix"dM(u) =   I        J      eixuix{u)du
-oo      "  —oo J —oo      "   —oo

and ju(x) is continuous, is given by (33), and satisfies (34). Thus (31) may be

written as

I  I    eixu(i\ u\ Yn(u)du —  J  I     eixud<t>(u) —> 0
J   J CR J   J CR

as R—»cc, uniformly for x in D. Identifying (i\u\ 2)ju(m) with a(u) gives the

theorem for the case in which W(<¡>; G) =0.
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If <i>(E) =0 for any E outside of G,

X+oo     r% +00 f%   /»

I      eixud<j>(u) =   I   I    eixud<j>(u) = i'(x).
-00    " -00 J J Ci

Clearly, .F(x) is regular. Let X(x) be a localizing function associated with the

domains D and Di. The function FX will then be integrable over the plane

and if X has enough derivatives the Fourier integral of F, f-Zj-Zeixuw(u)du,

where u(u) is the continuous Fourier transform of F\, will converge to FX,

uniformly for x in D. But on D, F(x)\(x) = F(x) and this proves the theorem

for functions <j> such that <f>(E) =0 for E outside of G- Combining the results

for the two cases treated gives Theorem 4.

2.3. Extensions to higher dimensions. If we denote the ¿-dimensional

sphere of radius R and center at the origin by Sr and make the other obvious

notational changes, then we may state the following extension of Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. LetB =Jt* ■ ■ • Jt*eixud<p(u) beak-dimensional trigonometric

integral, where W(4>; ( — u; Sffy) is o(\u\~k+l) and k^l. Then given any

closed domain D contained in the interior of the k-dimensional fundamental

cube Í2, there is a trigonometric series ^ameimx such that am —o(\ m\ ~k+1) and

/-/
eixu   d<j>(u) —   E  ameimx

\u\eR \m\£R

tends to zero as R—> 00, uniformly for x in D.

The proof of this theorem, except for the necessary modifications of the

order conditions, is the same as that of Theorem 3. It is clear that we can

also state ¿-dimensional theorems corresponding to Theorems 1, 2, and 4.

This we leave to the reader.

2.4. The conjugate integral. By the integral conjugate to a trigonometric

integral B we shall mean the integral

/+0O      y» +00

I      t(ui)e(ui)eixud^>(u)
-CO       J — 00

where e(w,-) =1 if m¿>0, e(u¡) = — 1 if m<<0, and e(0) =0, i = \, 2. In the one-

dimensional case results parallel to those obtained for a trigonometric integral

are obtained for its conjugate. (See [5 ].) That it is not possible to deduce such

results by our methods in the case of double integrals follows from known

results on double trigonometric series. For the pertinent counterexample the

reader is referred to [l].

3. Restricted convergence. We shall now study trigonometric integrals

in the sense of restricted convergence and shall establish the analogues of

Theorems 1-4 in this situation. In principle the proofs are similar to those

employed in the circular case. Therefore, full details will be given only at
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points of difference and omissions will be made where the similarity with the

circular case is strong.

The following special notations will be used frequently in this part of the

paper. By [61, b2] or [¿>] we shall mean the closed rectangle with center at the

origin and bounded by the lines Xi= ±bi, x2= + b2; b\, b2, >0. If .¡4i and A2

are two fixed positive real numbers, then A(b) =A(bi, b2) shall be used to

denote the set [ôi+l, ô2+l]o[èi, b2], where &i and b2 are subject to the re-

striction that Ai^bi/b2^A2. Given a point u = (ui, u2), by ||w|| we shall mean

the maximum of | Ui\ and | u2\. A function/(«i, u2) is said to converge rapidly

to a limit /as | «i| and | u2\ become infinite if given any e>0 a positive real

number R can be found with the property that \f(u) —l\ <e for all u exterior

to [R, R].
3.1. Multiplication theorems. A set function 0 will be said to satisfy con-

dition Wo in case

Wo: IF(0; (*; [1/2, 1/2])) ~ o((| «,| + l)-»/»( \ u2\ + l)"1'2) rapidly.

It will be said to satisfy condition W* in case for any preassigned positive

numbers .4i and ^42

Wo IF(0; A(bu b2)) = o(\) rapidly

as (b\, b2)—»00. That is, given any e>0 we can find a positive number £ such

that IF(0; A{b\, b2))<e whenever bi or b2 is greater than R, yet subject to

the restriction Ai^bi/b2^A2. One can readily verify that the condition W0

implies W*.

Theorem 6. Let B and G be two trigonometric integrals as in (7). Suppose

that 0 satisfies condition W* and that

J   J E.
( I «1 I  +  1)( I «2 I  +  1)| #(«)|   <   «O!

(45)

X(x) =   I  J    eixud<t>(u).
J  J E2

Then P, the formal product of B and G, is well defined and the difference

(46) ASi,s2(x) =   f     f l eixudX{u) - X(x)  f ' f \'xH^(u)
J-S%J-Si J_s2J-Si

is restrictedly convergent to zero as S\, S2—> °°, uniformly in x.

The proof that the product is defined is similar to that for the circular

case, except that now the set ( — u; A) is contained in a set [r+a, r+a]

0[r, r], and condition Wo is used instead of (18). Proceeding as in Theorem 1,

we suppose that x=0 and write (46) as
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As = f     f    {*(-«; [S]) - *([5])}#(«).
J —oo     J —00

Again, in view of the hypothesis on \p it is clear that the theorem will be

proved if we can demonstrate the validity of the following statement. Given

any pair of fixed positive real numbers ^4i and ^42, then for any e>0

(47) \<t>(-u; [S]) -<K[S])\ g e( | «! | + 1)( | «, | + 1)

provided that ^4i^5i/52^^42 and 5i>50, S2> jT0, To and S0 being fixed but

dependent on €.

First let us suppose that u does not lie in the interior of [2Si, 252]. Thus

|«i| ^2Si or |m2| i^252. To simplify our notation we assume that — u is in

the first quadrant. Then the set ( — u; [S]), which is the rectangle with center

at — u and sides of length 25i and 25'2, is contained in the square [|| — w + S||,

||-m+S||]. Hence

| 4>(-u; [S]) - 4>([S]) | è | <t>(-u; [S]) | + | 4>([S]) |

g W(*;(-u; [S])) + W(4>; [S])

and W(<t>; (-u; [S]))=o(

sume now that || — u-\-S

clearly majorized by 2(|«i

— M + 5[|). For the sake of definiteness let us as-

= (|«i|+5j). If [»ijè25i, then (|wi|+5i) is

+ 1). On the other hand, if \ui\ <2Si, we must

have |w2| ^252. But since Ai^Si/St^Az, we see that there exists a con-

stant K such that Si g KS2 and S2 £KSi.- Therefore, ( | «t | + Si) ú ( | «i | + KSt)

g(|«i|+l)+i»:(|«2|+l)=0((|«i|+l)(|M2[+l)). In summary, we have

shown that

(49) W(*\ (-«; [S])) = o((\Ul\ + 1)( | ut | + 1)).

It is quite apparent that with appropriate modifications of sign the reasoning

above is valid for any u. We next show that

(50) W(4>; [S]) = o((|«1| + l)(|«1| + l)).

Clearly, [5]C[||5||, ||S||] and so W(<p; [S]) = o(\\s\\). We have already seen

that 0(||S||) =o(Si) =o(Si), and since either | ui\ >2Si or |«2| >252, the rela-

tion (50) holds. Combining (48), (49), and (50) shows that the right-hand

side of (48) is o((|«i| +l)(|w2| +1)).

Suppose now that u lies in the interior of [2.S]o[S/2]. Then

(51) | *(-«; [S]) - <f([S]) | ^ W(4>; [35]) + W(<p; [S]).

An analysis similar to that used to establish (50) will show that each term

on the right is o((| Wi| +1)(|m2| +1)).

Lastly we consider the case in which u lies in [S/2]. In order to avoid

complicating our notations and descriptions any more than is necessary, we

shall suppose that 51 = ||5|| and that — u lies in the first quadrant. From the
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proof for this special situation it will be clear that the result we obtain is valid

in general. We write

|0(-«; [S]) -0([S])| á IF(0; [ | «, | + Su  | u2 \ + 5,] O [Si, 5,])

+ IF(0; [Si, S2] O [Si - | «i |, S2 - | M21 ]

= C + D.

Now:

Z> ̂  IF(0; [Si - | Mi | + | «21, Si] O [Si - | m, |, S2 - | M21 ])

+ IF(0; [Si, Si] O [Si - | «i | + | «i |, Si - | «i| + | Ut\ ])

• Di + £>2.

Note that whenever | m2| â |Mi| , [Si, Si]o[Si— | Mi| + |ms| , S!— | Mi| +| «2| ]

is the null set. Thus since 0 satisfies Wq ,

D, = o(\u2\) ^ o((|«i| + 1)(|m2| + 1)),

D2  =   0( | Mi |   —  | Ms | )   ^  0(( | Mi |  +  1)( | Ms |  +   1)).

Assuming that | mx] £: | m2| , we have

C g W(4>; [ | Mi | + Su | mi | + St] O [Si', S2])

= 0(|mi| ) ^ o((|«i| + 1)(|«»| + I))-

Similarly if |m2| >|«i|, we get that C = o((| «i| +1)(| m2| +1)). This com-

pletes the proof of the theorem under the assumption that x=0. For the

case of general x we proceed as we did in the circular case, making necessary

changes to fit the case at hand. With the details for x=0 given above, the

reader should have no trouble filling in the proof.

Lemma 6, which follows, gives Leibniz's rule for differentiating the prod-

ucts of integrals which obey certain conditions. Its proof is patterned along

that of Lemma 5 and is omitted.

Lemma 6. Let B and G be two trigonometric integrals as in (7). Further, let

//a(6) Mi K\Ms L\d<t>(u)\ =o(1) rapidly as b\, b2-+x> restrictedly, and let

ffn2{\ «i| +1)Ä(| Ms| +1)l|¿0(m)| < =o. Then the formal product P = BG exists,

and

■)K+L ^L    SKX    /  ¡\    r    QK-k+L-l -j      ,    Qk+l }

d dx2 k,i=o\ k / \ I / Kdxi     dx2 )    \0X\ox      )

QK+L

dxfdx2

where all differentiations and products are formal.

3.2. Localization and equiconvergence. As in the circular case, basic facts

about Fourier integrals and the notions of localizing function and Riemann

function are indispensable. We list briefly some of the modifications of these

ideas which are made in the restricted case.
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Instead of considering the circular partial Fourier integral we now con-

sider the ordinary rectangular partial integral. That is, if F(t) is integrable

and y(u) is its Fourier transform, we consider

I      y(u)eixudu = — I I       F(t)Ds(x - t)dt,
-St   J -Si TT2J-oo    •'-co

where

_ _ _ _ sin SiXi
Ds(x) = Z}Sl(xi)Z»s2(x2);       D8í(xí) =-, i — 1, 2.

In the consideration of localizing functions we specialize our domains to

be rectangles and assume that the localizing functions we use are the products

of the one-dimensional localizing functions associated with the projections

of the rectangles onto the coordinate axes. Explicit constructions of one-di-

mensional localizing functions are given in [4].

Let B be a trigonometric integral as in (7), where <j> satisfies condition

Wo- The Riemann function F(x) associated with B is defined by formal in-

tegration as follows:

)

(52)

/. 1     ç 1    fgixiui  _   1   _   iXlUl-i    jei^"l  —   1   —   ix2Ui\

F^X)   ~   J_!   j_!    \ (iUl)2 J      l (iu~J2 /

a~l       C*\  C1   leixm — 1 — iXiUA   e"2"2

^ +J,   JJ-A (îu~î)2 ) (iu2)2 ̂

C C     eixud<t>(u)

+ ,-     „/•    x,   * Fl^ + F*W + F^ + F^<
J Jt   (iii\)l(iUz)1

where V denotes integration over that region not covered by the first three

integrals. Clearly, the integrals all converge uniformly in x.

Theorem 7. Let B = J±Zf-*eixud<j>(u) where <p satisfies the condition W0.

Suppose further that 9Î and 9îi are two closed bounded rectangles, 3ÎC9Î?, and that

X(x) is a localizing function of class C(10) associated with 9Î and 9îi. Then if F(x)

is the Riemann function associated with B, the difference

(53)

/S2        /• SiI      eix"d<t>(u)
-a¡ J -Si

1   f+M C+°°„.d2DSl(Xl - h)    d2Ds,(x2 -*,),,
- F(t)\(t)-—-—-dhdt2
it J -a,  J -» oil ahdtï

is restrictedly convergent to zero as S\, S2—> oo, uniformly for x in 9Î.
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Step one in the proof is to write 0 as the sum of four set functions

0i, 02, 03, 04, defined as follows: 0i(£)=0([l, l]A£); 0s(£) =0(*A£),
where £= {(xi, x2); |xi[ >1, |x2| = 1} ; 03(£) =0(§)A£), where §)= {(xi, x2);

|x2| >1, |xi| ^lj; and 04(£) =0(3A£), where S ¡s the complement of

[l, l]+3£+2). Clearly it suffices to prove the theorem for each of the func-

tions 0i to 04 separately.

The case of 0i corresponds to the case 0(£) =0 for £ exterior to G in the

discussion of circular convergence. The Riemann function is £i(x), which is

regular in Xi and x2. Since there is no essential difference in the proofs be-

tween the restricted case and the corresponding circular case, we omit the

proof. Also, the case of 04 corresponds to the assumption that IF(0; G) =0

in the circular situation. Again, the proof of the present theorem for 04 does

not differ much from the proof in the circular case when we assume 1F(0; G)

= 0. Our Riemann function now is given by £i(x), the function <3? used in the

proof will now be defined as <£(£) =//b¿0(m)/(íMi)2(¿m2)2 and p(x) will satisfy

the order condition o((|xi| + l)_6/2(|x2| +1)~5/2).

The analysis which deals with the functions 02 and 03 does present some

novel features. We shall consider 02 and henceforth drop the subscript. To

make matters definite we take the rectangle 9Î to be the cartesian product of

the intervals ai=Xi = 6i and a2=x25=ö2, and take 9îi to be the product of

ci=xi = di and c2 = x2 = d2; Ci<ai<&i<¿i, c2<a2<b2<d2. If we denote the

localizing function associated with the projections on the Xi-axis and the

Xs-axis by ju(xi) and i>(x2) respectively, we have X(xi, x2) =ß(xi)v(x2).

First observe that £2(x) = £(x) =£(xi, x2) is continuous in both variables

and is regular in x2. Let us next define a function on the Borel sets of the Xi-

axis as follows:

<t>'x(A) =   I eixiU1d<t>(u)= II     6i
J   J IXA

where 7X-4 is the cartesian product of the interval — 1 — x2 = l and the one-

dimensional Borel set A. One sees immediately that 0Í depends on x2 and for

fixed x2 satisfies the conditions 1(a) and 1(b) applied to one-dimensional Borel

sets. Furthermore,

/v+l | ¿0x(mi) I = o( I v I-1'*), uniformly in x,

and

/l      /» b nh

eixud<l>(u) =   I    eixiUid<l>'3

-1  J a Ja
(Mi).

Relation (54) follows from the fact that 0 is in IF*. Equation (55) can be

established by writing the right-hand side as an iterated limit and noting that
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the iterated limit is equal to a double limit which can be used to define the

left-hand member. Our purpose in introducing (55) is to enable us to consider

fii ft"eixud4>(u) as the one-dimensional integral fl^eixiuid<j>x(ui) and to apply

the one-dimensional theory developed in [4] to the latter integral. From the

results in [4], from (55), and the definition of £, one readily sees that for

fls^x2 = &s the one-dimensional Riemann function associated with

ftZeix^d<t>x(u) is

d2
(56) —- [F(xx, xs)v(xs)}  = G(xi, Xi).

dx2

Again applying known results in one dimension [5], we see that

/i   çsi                      1   r+x d2 _
I      eixud<j>(u)-|      G(si, Xi)fi(s!) —-7?si(xi — s^dsi

-1   J-Si                                         V   J-a, dSx

tends to zero as Si—» «, uniformly for x in 9Î. Since p(x2) has six continuous

derivatives, it is clear from (56) that G(si, x2) has four continuous derivatives

with respect to x2 which are bounded for all values of (si, x2) and that G(si, x2)

is integrable over ( — °o, +»)asa function of x2. Thus we have

eix*'d(si, t)dt + ( J        + J      J eix*ie(su t)dt

where

i r+°° ii ii
(59) 0(ji, t) = — J      G(su Xi)e~ixildxi = o( | ¿ H)       as   | /1 -> oo ,

the small "o" holding uniformly in 5i. Furthermore, since X(xi, x2) =p(xi)v(x2)

we have d2£(xi, x2)X(xi, x2)/dx% =G(xi, x2)/i(xi) and can now rewrite the right-

hand side of (53) as

Asi,s2 = Asj,s2 + As1,s2

=  <   I      j      eixud<t>(u)

1   f+7  f+"                                        \           d2D(xx - ii)
-1 I       (I      G(su si)Dst(Xi — Si)ds2 jß(si) -1-dsi

7T2./-„     \J-oo / Oil

1 r+ov r~S2    r+co \      325Sl(*i - *i)    ■>
-I       (I +1      eix*">6(su Si)ds2)ß(s1)-dsi\

ir J _M   \J _w J s2 / dji J

[l  C7 rSi    /•+" \       a2£Sl(xi - îO     )
+ \—J       M      +J      «<","0(îiIi2)«fosjA»(îi)-—-díi|.

From (58) we see that As'liJ¡2 is merely the difference (57), and so
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lim     ASl.s, =   hm ASl,s, = 0.

Using the estimate in (59), the bound d2DSl(xi — si)/ds21 = 0(\Si\3), the fact

that the ratio 5i/52 is bounded, and the fact that p(si) =0 outside of a finite

interval, we immediately see that A^'S2—»0 restrictedly and thereby complete

the proof.

Corresponding to Theorem 3 we now have the following situation.

Theorem 8. Let B = Jt" j-Zeixudxp(u) be a double trigonometric integral such

that <f> satisfies the condition Wq. // 9Î* is a closed bounded rectangle contained

in the interior of Í2, then there is a double trigonometric series ^ameimx whose

coefficients satisfy the condition am = o((\ mi\ -f-l)_1,2(| m2\ +1)-1'2) rapidly and

such that

J s.  J -,

'Si     /.Si [Si], («2]

eixud<t> (u) —        E      ameimx

I »111 . I»"2l=0

converges restrictedly to zero as Si, 52—> oo , uniformly in x.

As in the proof of the preceding theorem, we write <j> — <i>i-\-4>2-\-4>3-\-4>^

For functions 4>i and </>4 the proof of Theorem 8 is, except for minor modifica-

tions, the same as that of Theorem 3. To treat <f>2 we first transform the

integral J-ijlZeixwd<p2(u) into an integral f^^eixiuidcj>'z(ui) with Riemann func-

tion G(xi, x2) as was done in the preceding theorem. Using one-dimensional

results of Zygmund [5] we show that our integral is equiconvergent with a

series

+ 00

(60) E   ».ni*«)«*"1*1;      «»,(*») = o(( | mi I + i)-1/2).

This series is obtained by expanding the function F(#i, x2), which is of

period 27r and equals G(xi, x2)/x(xi) on Í2, in a Fourier series in Xi and then

formally differentiating the series twice with respect to *j. The coefficients

£imi(x2) will be periodic functions of x2 and can be taken to have as many

derivatives as we please. Thus the functions am(x2) can be expanded in Fourier

series with coefficients amim2=o(\m2\~3), uniformly in m\. Hence

Mi Ail,A/2 Mi /    1    \

E ami(*2)eimixl =    E    S»/(*1I1+"1,) + I »   —;)«*-»«.

-Ml -Mx,-M2 -Mi       \ Mi/

From this it follows that, since Mi/M2 is bounded,

Ul      ̂ «Afl Mi,Mi \
I       eixud<t>3(u) -    E    «»l»/iUlI1+,*,I4 -^0

-1 J -Mi ~Mi,—M¡ J

restrictedly, as Mu M2—> oo , uniformly' for x in 9Î*.

Finally, we observe that the analogue of Theorem 4 and the remarks con-
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cerning the conjugate integral are also true in the restricted case. We leave

their explicit formulation and proof to the reader.
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